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Abstract

\Ve present a universal procedllre of quantization hased on a certain integral
transform name<! by the authors a. Fourier-Ganss transforrn. This proccdure co
incides with Schrödinger quantization for observables, with tvlaslov's quantiza.
tion for Lagrangian rllodules and with Fock quantization for canonic transforms
of the phase space.

1 Introduction

1. As it follows frOln the title, thc theIne of this paper is quantizatian. Let us first try
ta explain this notion in more detailcd 111anner.

As it is well-known , in physics by quantization of thc classical medlanics one mean
the assignment of quantuIll objects to thc corrcsponding classical ones. The Inain of
these notions are state of the systeln anel observables. \-Ve recall that the state of a
system in classical nlcchanics is dctennincd by a point in the phase space (q,p) (thc
space of coordinates anel nlolnenta), alld observables are functions f( q,]J) on this space
(for exarnple, Hamiltonians). In the same tinle in quantlllll nlechanics the state of the
system is described by the so-callcd 1P-function (or wavc function) and observables are
described by operators acting in thc statc space. For Schrödinger quantization thc
correspondence of classical allel quantLlll1 objects (on thc level or observables) is given
in the following way:

q t---7 q = q,
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"" .1; B
p 1---+ P = -1.n-

Bq

so that the (pseudodifferential) operator corresponding to the observable f(q, p) reads

"" (2 1)f=f q,P (1)

(the indices over the operators detenlline the order of action of these operators - the
so-called Feynman ordering).

However, the correspondence hetween classical and quantulll states is not so simple.
The matter is that the Ineasurelnents of coordinates and mOlllenta of a quantum
partic1e can be give different result with certain probability for one and the same
quantum statc. Thus, there exist states in whieh the quantum particle can be found
during some experilnent (in the sellli-classieal liIllit) with the probability equal to
zero. The set of classieal states in whieh the particle ean be found with 'positive'
probabilitiy oeeurs to be the so-ealled isotropie subIllanifold of the phase spaee, that
is, the submanifold on whieh thc Cartan fonn pdq is closed.

l,From the viewpoint of a quantunl particle, such submanifolds will be nothing more
than the front of oscillations eorresponding ta the 1f-funetion. Now the quantization
rule for state spaee beeolnes quite evident: quantization Illust assign a tjI-function
(more precisely, a dass of 1f-fullctions) to thc given isotropie Inanifold in such a way
that these functions have their fl'onts of oseillations in this isotropie Inanifold.

It can be shown that the dilnension of any isotropie subnlanifold eannot exceed the
dimension of the corresponding configuration space. In this paper we restrict ourselves
to the case of isotropie Inallifolcls of Illaxilllal dirllension nailled Lagrangian manifalds.

Let us present BOW the l11athenuttical treatInent of the above physical reasons. It
will be convenient for us to use the language of the category theory.

Let us fix aphase space, for eXalllple, the cotangent space to a SIllooth real I1lanifold
Al with the canonical sYlllplectic strllct.llre dp /\ dq.

i) Consider the eategol'Y C whose objects are Inodliles Coo(A) of SI1looth cOInplex
valued functions on Lagrangiall 111a.ni folds A aver thc ri ng of classical abservables.
Thus, an object in this category is t.he abelian group Coo(1\) for SOI1le Lagrangian
manifold (Lagrangian Illodule) with t.he following action of the ring Coo(T* AI) of
cIassical observablcs:

j.<p= f(p,q)IA<P,

where in the right.-hand siele of t.he latter cquality t.he usual pointwise ITIultiplication
is used.

Morphis77lS in t.his catcgory are detcnnined by symplcctic transfonns of the phase
space. Nanlely, if for two given Lagrangian Illanifolds AI and A2

9 : T* 111 --. T* 111
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is a symplectic transfonl1 such that A2 = g(Ad, then we asslgn to (2) the nlodule
homomorphisln

over the ring homomorphism

ii) Consider also the category Q whose objeets are modules Cr(A1, A) of snl00th
functions ljJ(q, n) depending on a parailleter 1i with the fronts of oscillations in A over
the ring of quanttull observables (that is, pseudodifferential operators). We relnark
that pseudodifferential operators preserve [ronts of oscillations and, hence, the above
definition is a correct one.

A10rphisms in this category are given by Illappings

such that the 0l?-erator T HT- 1 is a pseudodifrerential operator for any pseudodiffer
entialoperator H.

~10re prccisely we cOllsidcr the 111apping T as t.he lnappillg of quotient spaces
Cr(Al, Aj )/Si moclulo tbe group o[ cOlnplcx Ilurnbers A with lAI = 1. lt is natural for
quantum mechanics, because stat.es corresponding to 7j;-functions which differ by such
a factor are physically identical.

iii) The sem.i-classical fjll,(l1llization is Cl cOlltravariant funetor frolll the eategory C
to the category Q:

:F:C~Q

such that the 1110dule of slnooth funetions on Al with front of oscillations on the given
Lagrangian manifold is assigned to the l110d ule of smooth functions on this Lagrangian
manifold, and observables corrcspond ta pscudodifferential operators on A1 obtained,
for exanlplel , by Schrödinger quantization (1).

As it is shown in the paper, such a functor exist.s and, what is 010rc, we prescnt its
explicit construction bascd on a new integral transfofln which we call Fou7'ier-Gauss
trans/onn. This is an inve7'lible tranSfOl'lll takillg f~lctions f( x, fi) detennined on the

physical space Rn to SOlne subspace of functions f( x, p, fi) detcnnincd on the phase

I \Ve use, for slIch a correspondence, thc Schrödinger quantization. CertainlYI it is possible to use
another quantization l for example

or the \Veil quantization. All these mies coincide in principal terms, SOl from the viewpoint of the
leading terms the corresponding semi-c1assical approximations will coincide.
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space T*Rn. As we shall see below, llsing such a transform one can carry out a unified
construction of quantization of all classical objects (at least, in principal terms).

Moreover, this procedure coincides with the Schrödinger quantization for observ
ables [1], with the Fock quantization for canonical (sYlnplectic) transforms [2] and with
the Maslov quantization for Lagrangian lTIodules [3].

Realizing this construction we obtain 1/t~-pselldodirrerential operators as quantiza
tion of observables, Fourier integral operators as quantization of sYlnplectic transforms
aud Maslov's canonical operator ~ quantization of Lagrangian tnodules (the reader
can find the not ions used here, for example, in [4]).

2. To conelnde these prelilninary considerations we shallinake sOlne renlarks. First
of all, it is deal' that to obtain the correspondence between dassical and quantum
objects, that is, to construct a Cjllantization procedure, we shall try to decompose
any quantllln state f(x, n) into the 'SUll1 , of elcrnents corresponding to points (x, p)
of the phase space T*Rn, that is, to the classical states. Such a deCOll1position is a
microlocalization procedure.

The localization of the function f(x, ti) in the phase space can be decomposed in
the localization along fibers of T*Rn and the localization along the base space. The
localization along the base space can be done in different ways. First (and sinlplest) of
these ways is multiplying the initial function f(x, ti) by a cut-off function supported in
a sufficiently sIl1all neighbourhood of the point xo. Unfortunately, this 111ethod gives
localization not at point Xo itself bu t. in a neigh bourhood (though slnall) of this point.
That is why we tlse hel'e anothel' localization procedurc based on the 'integral partiton
of uni ty' of the fornl

The localization along the base space is tllcl'efore obtained with the help of multiplica
tion by

note that
On(X - xo) ~ o(x- xo)

as n ~ O.
The localization along the jibers can be done with thc help of the quantum Fourier

transfonn, in other words, by Ineans of p-representation, at the point IO:

By cOlnposition of these two localizations we obtain thc 1nicrolocal clClnent correspond-
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ing to the function f(x, 11) in the form

The latter formula deternlines an integral transform2 which we call the Fourier
Gauss transfoll71 of thc function f( x, n). As it will be shown below, the inverse trans
form is giyen by

It is convenient to renonnalize thc obtained transforlll in such a \vay that the Parseval
identity takes place for this transfonn. This norillalization is presented below.

Acknowledgement. This paper was written in the Laboratory of Jean Alexandre
Dieudonne, University Nice-Sophia Antipolis cltlring our stay there in summer of 1994.
We are grateful to Prof. Frederic Phalll for very fruitful discussions on the topic of
the paper.

2 Front of Oscillations

The notion of wave front describes the localization of a function in the phase space
in a way silnilar to that in which the notion of support describes the localization of a
function in the configuratioll space.

Consider first the latter notion. Given a function u(x), its support is the closure
of the set of points wllere u(x) does not vanish,

supp 11 = {x E Rnfu(x) =1= O}.

Evidently, the support Stipp U lnay be dcfined also as folIows: a point Xo belangs to
supp u if and only if for any sillooth finite function ~(x) the identity ~(x )u(x) == 0
implies 'P(xo) = O. (This variant of definition works for distributions as weIl.)

For functions depending on thc slTIall parallleter h we olay introduce also the nation
of asYlnptotic support. \\Te say that. a fUlIction

1./.(x, h) = O(hOO
) or 1./.(x, h) == 0 (1l1od h)

:2This transform can be considered as the "quantum" version of integral transform introduced in
the paper [5].
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if

Later on, we write
u(x, h) == 0 (mod hk

)

if the inequalities

are valid for any multiindex a with SOll1e eonstant Co>

Definition 1 The point Xo belongs to an oscillatory support of the function u,

Xo E ose-supp u

if and only if for any snlooth finite funetion 'P(x) thc estiIna.te 'PU = O( hoo
) inlplies

r.p(xo) = O.

Equivalently, thc point Xo eloes not belong to OSC-SUPPU if anel only if there exists
a sInooth finite function ep( x) sueh that <p( xo) ::j:. 0 and epu = O( h00).

1\

Let H(x,P) be an pseueloclifferential operator.

Proposition 1
1\

a) If H(x,p) = 0 over U C R~ then //(x,p)u = O(hoo
) in al'bitral'Y V' C V Jor

any u satisfying the cstinul,les

(3)

for some nL

b) PseudodijJerential operalors rcspecl ose-supports, i. e.

1\

ose-supp H(x,p)l.l, C ase-supp 11

JOT any 11 satisfying cstimales (3).

Proof. a) \Vhen x E V', y E supp/l(y,p), we have Ix - YI2: E > O. Consequently,

= (~h)"JH(y, p)u.(y) { -ih 2 (x - Y) aß e fpx - y} dp dy
27r Ix - yl P

= ih (_1_)" Je tPX- y { 1 2 (x - y)aa H(x, p)} u(y) dpdy
27rh Ix - Yl p

6



b) Exercise.
Now let us define a front of oscillations. Since we intend to localize in the phase

space, it is not surprising that pseuclodi rferential operators with finite sYlnbols appeal'
instead of finite cutoff functions.

Definition 2 A point (xo, Po) of the phase space belongs to the front of oscillations
OF [u] of the function u,

(xo,Po) E OF[u],
1\

if and only if for any pseudodifferential operator fl( x, p) with finite sYInbol the estimate
1\

H(x, p) u = O(hOO
) iInplies J{(xo, Po) = O.

This definition Inay be refonl1ulated a.s folIows: the point (xo, ]Jo) does not belong
1\

to OF[u] if for some finite sYlnbol fI(x,]1) such that IJ(xo,po) #- 0 we have H(x,P)u =
O(hOO

).

We may give anot.her description of OF. Namely, (xo,Po) t/:. OF[u] if and only if
there exist finite functions 'P(x), lj;(p) such that

for any N j in other words,

in a neighbourhood of the point ]Jo. Since

it is clear that in cOInparison with original definition we restrict ourselvcs ta pseudad
iffertential operators whose sYlnbols are prod llCtS of the fonn lj;(p )<p(x).

Both descriptions are in fact equivalent. To show this, suppose that for some
H(x, p) we have

1\

[l(xo, Po) #- 0, fI(x, p)u = O(hOO
).

Find G(x, p) such that

where supplj; x supp<p C {H #- O} anel t.p(xo)ljJ(po) #- 0 (by COlllposition theorem the
1\

principal symbol of G(x, p) ShOltld be equal to

1/J(p)<p(x)
lf(x, p)
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we leave further details to the reader as an exercise). Then

A A A
G(x,P)H(x,P)u = O(hOO

) = 7jJ(p)cp{x)u + O(hOO
),

Thus we obtain
A

7jJ(p)cp(x)u = O(hCO
),

which completes the proof.
Conversely, if

then (xo,Po) i OF(u] in the sense of our definition (it suffices to take H(x,p) =
7jJ(p )cp(x)).

Theorem 1 (localization) If H(x, p) = 0 in a neighbourhood of the point (xo, Po)
A

then (xo,po) rt. OF[IJ(x,P)u].

Proof. If
suppG(x, p) c {H(x, p) = O}

A A
then the symbol of G(x, p)H(x, p) vanishes identically and by Proposition 1

A 1\

G(x,P){fI(x,P)u} = O(hOO
).

One lnay chaase G such that G(xo, Po) = 1 since H =0 in the neighbourhood of
(xo,Po).

Now we present. the asY11lptotic fonnula for rapidly oscillating integrals with com
plex phase functions. This [onnula (referred below as a stationa7'Y phase fonnula) will
be of use, in particular, for calculations fo oscillatory fronts.

Let us considcr the integral

(
. )rn12

J1(.7;,11,) = 2;11, e f41 (x,Y)ep(x,y)dy. (4)

Here x = (Xl, ... , Xn) is a point of thc spacc Rn, y = (yI, ... , ym) is a point of Rm.
\Ve suppose that:
1) The functioll <I>(x, y) is a Sll100th cOl11plex-valued function detennined in a neigh

bourhood of the support of the function <p(x, y) such that

I111 <I> ( x, y) ~ 0

everywhere on suppep.
2) The function cp(x, y) is a Sl1100th c0111plex-valued function with c01npact support.

8



(5)

We denote by n the (not elnpty) set of points x E Rn such that there exists a
point y E Rm for which the equatiolls

{

In1<t> (x, y) = 0,

B<I>}yx, y) = 0
y

hold. A point y E Rm, satisfyillg these equations will be called a rea.l sta.tionary point
of the phase function <1>. vVe supposc, for sitnplicity, that equations (5) have exactly
one solution

y = y(x)

on nn supp r.p allel that thc point y = y( x) is nondegenerate. The latter rcquirelnent
means that

dct Hess y <t>(x,y)ly=y(r) =J. 0

at any point x E O.
For any natural s we introdllce the fllllctions

.!.f..( ,.) = L ~ ojal<t>(x, y) (' )0
'i" x, - 'a Z11,0'. ya

lol:$.!

(6)

(7).! ( ) L 1 a1a1r.p(x,y) (' )0'P x z = - Z'll, n! oyO '
lol:$.!

determined for x E Rn, z E C m, Z = Y + i·rl. Then fronl the inlplicit function theorem
it follows that in SOIne neighbourhood of n there exists a unique solution

z = z(x)

of the equations

~ .!<f>(x,z)=O
(Jz

where the operator a/oz is denned in a usual \Vay:

The following statelncnt is valid.

Theorem 2 UntIer the abovc assu1nptions ihe lollowing aSYTnptotic expansion 01 in
tegral (4)

I(x, h) =e*·~(x,z(x» L hk'ljJk(X)" (Illod h(.!-1)/2)

o:$.l.·< (.!-I)/2

(8)



is valid for any natural s. llere 1/;k.( x) are s17loolh finite funclions,

VJo(x) = "-l<p(X,Z(x))

Jdet Hess (-"<l>(x, z))lz=z(x)

and in the above formula we assurne

argdet {Bess (-"<l>(x,z))lz=z(x)} = L arg Ak,
k

where Ak are eigenvalues of lhe nutlrix Hessz (-"<I>(x, z)) Iz=z(x)J

(9)

In formula (8) (and lat.er on) thc eOlnparison (nlod 11.(,,-1)/2) Ineans that the remain
der R(x, h) ean be estilnated in the following way:

for any multiindex eY.

We do not prescnt here the proof of this Theoreln, whieh is rather a cumbersome
one. The reader ean find this proof, for cxanlple, in thc book [4].

Remark 1 In the case when the function cl> can be analytically continued up to the
function <1>(x, z), z E Cm to a neigh bourllOOd of the real space R m, one can use this
analytic continuation in (8), (9) inst.ead of "<1>.

Remark 2 In the case when the funcLion <l> is a 7'eal-valued function, formula (8) can
be also used with <1>, lfJ instcad of "<1>, "ep given by (6) (7).

Examples

Example 1 Consider a plane wave,

u(x, 11.) = e *xPo.

We have
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-,
where 'P (p) is the usual (not quantuln) Fourier transfonn of the function 'P. For any
N _, C

N
I <p (p)l ::; Ipl N

as p -+ 00 provided that <p(x) E C~. Thus Fx _ p { <pu} = O(hOO
) for p i= Po , while

Fx _ p { 'PU } (Po) ,...., h-n /2. We conclude that

The direction Po is a (co)nonnal direction to surfaces xpo = const (surfaces of constant
phase), and the vector Po = grad xpo itself is the velocity of phase change.

Example 2 Now let consider a function of the forn1

(a wave with non-plane front). Note that llutltiplicatiol1 by finite fUl1ctions doesn't
change the forn1 of u(x, h).

We have

H(x,P) u(x, h) = C~hrJei;p(x-y)+S(y) H(y, p)tp(y) dp dy

Let us apply the statiol1ary phase fonnula to this integral. Hs phase cquals

~(x,y,p) = p(x - y) + S(y).

Thus the equations for statiollal'j' points l'ead

{

~(x,y,p)=x-y=O,

8<1> EJS"!'r(x, y, p) = -p + ?L = 0,uy uy

so that

{

y = x,

. _ as( )P-(JXx.

Next, we have

°
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this yields
det Hcss( -<P) = (_l)n # O.

Finally, we obtain

1\ _ -kS(x) ( a5(X))IJ(x,P)u(x, h) = e If x, Bx ep(x) (Inod h).

Consequently, if
1\

H(x, p)u(x, h) = O(hoo
),

then

{
a5(x)}

H (x, p) = 0 on p = Bx .

On the other hand, if

{
aS(x)}

supp!] n P = a;- = 0

then
1\

H(x,p)u(x,h) = O(hOO
)

(the proof etnploys integration by parts, a.s in Proposition 1). Thus

j S( ) {aS( x) }OF{ eh x ep(x)} = P = a;- n suppt,?

Again the direction
BS(x)

p=-
Bx

is a (co)nonnal to surfaces 5 = const of constant phase, and thc vector itself is the
velocity of phase change.

Example 3 Consider a wa,ve packet of t.hc Gaussian fonn (Gaussian bealn in the
sequel), given by

. .
1, 1, 2

U ( x, h) = exp{ -/ [So + (x - x0) po + - (x - x0) ]} ep(x) ,
t 2

where <p(xo) # 0, 50 = const.
We have

H(x,p) u(x, h) =

(
1 )nJ i i 2

21fh exp{ h[(x - y)p + So + (y - xo)Po + 2"(Y - xo) ]}

X H(x,p)r.p(y) dy dp. (10)
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Thus

Using the stationary phase fOfll1ula, we obtain for the phase function

4> = (I - y) p + So + (y - xo)po + !:.. (y - Io) 2

2

of integral (JO) the equations of the (colnplex) stationary point:

{

84>CJP = x - y = 0,

~ = -p + po + i(y - xo) = o.

The principal term of the asymptotic expansion of integral (10) is

H(x,p)u(x, h) = exp{[So + (x - xo)Po + "i(x - xo)2])

x .,-1 II(x,po + i(x - xo))<p(x) (IUOel h).

Expanding the function .,-1 IJ(x,po + i(x - xo)) into Taylor's series in (x - xo) and
taking into account that for any natural k we have

we obtain the relation

[l(x, fJ)u(x, h) _

== exp{[So + (x - xo)Po + ~(x - xo)2}}H(xo,JJo)<P(xo) (Inod Vh).

I t follows that if

Xo ~ supp<p or (Xn, ]Jo) ~ suppIl(x, p)

then
/\

H(x,p)u = O(hoo
).

On the other hand, if

then
1\

Ifl(x,p)u(xo)1 = 0(1).

. .

{ 1[ 1. 2]}OF exp{ h So + (x - xo)Po + 2(x - xo) <p(x)} = {(xo,po)}.

v\Te see that the Ga.v,ssian bca,1n is a J1l.llclion with OF consisting oJ a single point.
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3 Fourier-Gauss Transforrn and its Properties

Let us consider the family of functions

(11 )

of the variables (x', 1i) with paralneters (x, p) E T*Rn"

Definition 3 The function

J(x, p, 1i} = U f( x, p, Ii} = zn/2 (:Ii }3n/4 JG(x.p)( x', Ii }f(x', Ii} dx' (IZ)

is called a Fourier-Gauss 17'ansfolln (01', briefty, V-17'ansforrn) of the function j(x,1i).
Here the bar Ineans complex cOlljugation.

The first ren1arkable fact is that transforn1 (12) is invertiblc fr0I11 thc left (that
is, on its ilnage) anel, what is Inore, thc (left) inverse for (12) is given by the explicit
formula

The following statelnent is valid.

Theorem 3 The inversion forrnula

V-I 0 Vf = f

(13)

(14)

takes place.

Proof. Due to fonnulas (12) anel (13) the left-hand side of forJlHila (14) can be repre
sented in the fOfln3

U-
1

0 U f(x} = zn(",~)3n/2 JG(x'.P')(x} { JG(x'.P') (x"}f(x") dX"} dx' dp',

Of, taking into account the definition (11) of the function G{X1,pl)(X),

V-I 0 Uf(x) =

1 J {i [ '( ") i ( ')2 i(If 1)2] }= 2n(1rn )3n/2 Cxp r; ]J x - x + 2' x - x + 2' x - x

x f (X") dx" dx' IIp'"

3Here and below I for shortness, \\"e omi t the cxplicit indication of the dcpendence on nof functions
under consideration if it does not lead to misunderstanding.
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In the latter formula the integral over the variable x' can be cOlnputed explicitely and
we are led to the fonnula

U- 1
0 Uf(x) = (2~lirJe*P'(x-x") {e-;\;(x-X")' f(x")} dx" dp'. (15)

l.From the other hand, the inversion fonnula for (quantUI11) Fourier transform gives

(2~1i) n Je/;p'(x-x") { e- ,~ (xo-x")' f( x")} dx" dp' = e- ,'. (xo-x")' f( x)

for any Xo E Rn. Substituting J;o = x illto the latter f01'l11ula, we see that formula (15)
can be rewritten in the f01'l11

V-I 0 V f(x) = f(x).

The latter equality proves the t.hcoreln.
The next iIllportant property of t.he introduced transfonn IS the fact that the

Parseval identity is valid for it.

Theorem 4 For each two Junclions f( x) anli g(.'t) the equality

(U f, Ug) = (/,g)

is valid. fIere the scalar prorlncls on the phase and the physical spaces are given by the
formulas

(T(x, p), g(x, p)) =JJ(x, p)g(x, p) dx dp

and

(J(x),g(x)) = Jf(x)g(x) dx

correspondingly.

Proof is given by the straightforward calculation:

(V/,Ug) =

=J{2n / 2(:1i )3n/4 JG(x.p)(x')f(x' ) dx' } Ug(x, p) dx dp

= Jf(x ' ){ 2n / 2 ( :1i)3n/4 JG(x,p)(x')Ug(x, p) dx dp } dx'

15



=JJ(X')U-l 0 Ug(X') dx'

=JJ(x')g(x') dx' = (1, g).

Unfortunately, the fornlula
U 0 V-I = id (16)

is not valid for thc introduced transfonn. This fact can be easily understood if one
remembers that the transfonn U takes functions of n variables x to functions of 2n
variables (x, p). Thus, there arises a probleITI of description of the image of the trans
form V.

TheorelTI 5 The image of tnulsfonn (12) c01ls1:dered on funetions f( x) E L2 (Rn) IS

the set of funetions F( x, p) possessing the jo/lowing two prope7'lies:

1) J IF(x,p)12 rlx dp < 00;

2) the funetion exp [2I
flP2] F( x, p) is an antianalytic function 0/ the variable

z = x + ip, that is,

(8 .8) 12- - z- e2iiP F(x, p) = o.
Bx 8p

Proo/. First, let us check that. the function

f(x, p) = V f(x, p)

possesses the properties 1) anel 2), if / E L2 (Rn). Evidently, the f~st property is

a consequence of the Parseval identity. To prove that the function f possesses the
second property, we renlark that

I p2 f-() 1 J -...!..(xl-z)f( ') 1 '
e 2ii x, p = 21!/2(7rn )311/4 e 2h X (X,

where z = X - ip, which provcs t.he requircd assertion.
To finish the proof, one 111USt. check that fonnula (16) is valid on the set of func

tions possessing properties 1) and 2). The proof of this fact, based on thc BargIllan
representation of an analytic function (see [6]) has purely technical character and we
onlit it.

Remark 3 The transfOI'lll V- 1 can be extendcel in a usual \Vay to generalized func
tions (distributions) of variables (x, p). \Ve leave to the reader the verification of this
procedure.
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4 Quantization of
Lagrangian Modules

Observables and

To begin with, we show that any pseudodifferential operator can be written down as

a conjugation with the help of the transfonll U of the multiplication by its symbol
H(x, p). ~1ore exactly, the following statenlcnt takes place.

Theorem 6 FOT any smooth jU7Iction H(x, p) with the cornpact support the compari-
son

is valid.

V-I H(x, p)U == 11 (x, P) (mod Vii) (17)

Proof. Let us write down t.he vaJue of t.he left-hand side of forllllI1a (17) on the function
f( x) in the fonn of the integral

V-I H(x, p)V f(x) = (18)

1 J {i [ '( ") i ( ')2 i (I! ')2] }= 2n ( 7f 11. )3n/2 exp 1i p x - x + '2 x - x + '2 x - x

X [I(x', p')f(x") dx" dx' dp

(the calculations leading to this fonllula are quite sirllilar to those used in the proof of
Theorem 3 anel we Olllit theIn). Later on, expanding H(X',p') to thc Taylor series in
powers of (x' - x) anel using the estilllate

we obtain

V-I H(x,p)U f(x) =
=C~nrJexpU [p'(X-XIl)+~(X-XIl)2]} X

x H(x, p')f(x") dx" dp' = H (:c, j)) f(x) + Rf( x) (nlod y'f;),
......

where the operator R is given by

Rf(x) = (2~n) n Jekp'(x-x") {e-.~(X-X")2 - I} H(X,l/)f(x l )dx" dp'.

(19)

The integral over x' incluclecl int.o the right-hand part of (18) was cOlnputed silnilar to
tbe proof of Theorenl 3.

17



Let us now estimate the renlainder Hf on the right of (19). Integrating by parts,
we obtain

J
-1 (x-x")2 1 all

....... () .t: ..!.pl(X-X
II

) e IT -' ( ') d "d 'Rj x = -ln eh a x, p x p.
x - x" p'

Since
e-ft(x-XIl )2 - 1 C

<-
x - x" - Vh

with some positive constant C > 0, the operator R included into the right-hand part
of relation (19) has order Jh, q.e.d.

The proved statenlcnt togcthcl' with t.he Parseval identity leads to the following
description of the front of oscillations in tenns of thc U-transforn1.

Proposition 2 A point (xo, Po) of the phase space does not belong to the front 01
oscillations 0 F [I] of a f1J71CÜOn f( x) ilJ

Uf(x,p) =0 (Ill0dtiOO
)

in a neighbourhood of the point (xo, Po).

Proof. Actually, due to Theol'Cnl Gfor any v"DO H (x, p) we have

U [lI (x, p)] (x, p) == ll(x, p)U f(x, p) (Il1oel Vh).

Taking into account thc Parseval identity, we see that the function /1 (x, p) f is of
order O(1iOO

) iff the support of the function lI(x, p) eloes not intersect osc-supp[U f].
The latter affinllation proves tbe Proposition.

Thus, we had obtained the descriptioll of the front of oscillations of a function f(x)
as the oscillatory support of its U-transfonn U f(x, p):

oF [f] = ose-supp [U f] . (20)

Hence, to eonstruet a funetion f( x, t~) wi th its front of oscillatiolls on a gi yen (La
grangian) l11anifol eI , it is natural to apply the transfonll V-I to a special function of
the form

(21)

where Sand <p are SIlloOth fUllctions on tlle Lagrangian (01', Inore generally, isotropie)
manifold A, allel D(A,d<T) is the delta function eorresponding to the Ineasure da and
eoncentrated Oll t.he Il1anifold A.

18



The function S in expression (21) 111ust be chosen equal to a non-singular action
on A, since only in this case the front of oscillations of function (21) exactly coincides
with the support of the function c.p on the 111anifold A.

To prove this affinnation, we write down the expression of the operator

in the form of an integral

[(A,du)(ep) = C~Ti) n/2JG(x(nj,p(nn(x, Ti)ei-S(n)ep(x, a, Ti)d<T(a)

A

(
'1 ) 11/2 J ·= 27T1i eK4'(x.G )<p( x, 0", 1i )da(0'),

A

(22)

where a 1----+ (x, (a),p(a)) is the elnbedding 1\ C Rn X Rn and we used the notation

4> (x, a) = 8 (0') + (x - :1: ( 0: )) p(0:) + ~(x - x(0' ) ) 2. (23)

Now we shall investigate the front of oscillatiolls of the function u(x, h) given by (22).
Since the front of oscillations of G(x(G),p(G)) is the point {(x(a),p(a))}, it is clear (and
will be proved rigorollsly bela\\') that üne has

OF[u(x,1i)] C An supp c.p (24)

and generally the equality in (24) dües not hold since the oscillations nlight be "can
celled out" by the integration. Let us derive the necessary conditions for the point
(xo, Po) to belong to OF[u]. For this purpose, take a pseudodofferential operator
H(x, PJ with the finite sYlnbol vanishing outside a Sll1aU neighborhood of the point
(xo, Po) and apply it to the function 11.. \>\Te have

H(x, p) u = (25)

= C~ Ti yn/2 JJJei- [p(x-y )+<I>(y,n)] H (y , a')ep( x, a, Ti )dp(a) dy dp.

The phase in the integral (2,5) is equal ta

\IJ(x,y,p,ü) = p(x - y) + (y - x(a))p(o:) + 8(0') + i(y - x(a))2. (26)
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The stationary point equations for the phase (26) have the fonn

~ = x-y =0,

~ = p(a) - p + i(y - x(a)) = 0,

dow = dS(a) + (y - x(a))dp(a) - p(O')dx(a) - i(y - x(O'))dx(O') = 0,

so in the stationary point one has

{

X = y = x(O'), p = p(a),

dS( 0') = p(n)dx(0').
(27)

Should the equalities (27) be violated for y = Xo, P = po and every Q' E sUpp"p, they
will not be valid for elose (y, p) as well (recall that suppep is campact), so the integral
(32) equals O(li OO

) providecl t.hat the diall1cter of thc support of the function H(x, p)
is small enough (integrating by part.s yields the proof).

Therefore, the following assertion is valid.

Lemma 1 For (xo,Po) E OF[uJ to be valid it is neccssary that (xo, Po) = (x(O'),p(a))
Jor S01ne a E suppep (i. e. J th at (xn, Po) E 1\ nsuppep) and th e rela.tion (27) be salisfied.

Thus, if we want (24) to be apreeise equality for any finite function ep, we must
require that (27) be satisfied everywltcrc on A. Hence, the fann

p(0') dx(0') = Pdx 1/\

must be exact. In particular, it lllllst be c1osed, i. e., its differential must be equal to
zero:

dp 1\ dxlA = 0.

The proved affin1lation shows that, first, Alllust be a Lagrangian Illanifold and,
second, that the fllnction S 111Ust coincicle with the action on the 1l1anifold 1\ for (24)
to be a precise eqllality.

Remark 4 The constructed operator

(28)

in fiod Ii coincides with A1a.solv's canonica.l opc7'alor on thc Lagrangian manifold A
with the measure d(j.
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The simple proof of this fact cau be carried out, for example, by the stationary
phase methüdj this prüof can be found in [7]. The representation (22) of operator (28)
is often very useful (see, for exanlple, [8]).

Thus, the quantization of a Lagrangian Inodule C~ (A) can be carried out into two
stages. First, for any function t.p E C~ (A) we construct the function of the form (21)
and then apply to the obtained function the transfornl V-I.

In what follows we shall see also that the kernel of the quantized (with the help
of the U-transform) sYlnplectic trallsforIll is also autolnatically representable as appli
cation of the canonical operator to SOIlle fUIlction on the graph of the corresponding
symplectic transfonn, that is, as a Fourier integral operator in thc usual sense (see,
for exampIe, [4]).

5 Quantization of Symplectic Transforms

In this section we shall show that. t.he quant.izat.ion of sOlne sYlnplectic transform

(29)

is essentially the conjugation witlt the help of the U-transfonn of canonical change of
variables (29). ~1ore exactly, the following affirnlation is valid.

Theorem 7 The operator
rp _ V-I kS(x,p) "V
1 0 - ~ g,

or, in another form"

(30)

where the /ullction S(x, p) is dete1'7uincd by the relation

ciS = pdx - g"(qdy),

is lhe Fouriel' iuleg1'al ope1'ator T(g, 1) with the sY1nboi equal to 1 corresponding Lo
sympleclic trans/orIn (29).

Remark 5 \Ve elnphasize that for each sj'Inplectic transfonn (29) the mapping

g! : f l----" e-k 59" f

is a module hOll101110rphjsl11

jf the Lagrangian Inanifolds Al and A2 are due to the relation

g(Ad = 1\2,

This clarifles the appearence of the fact.or ek 5 in fornllI1a (30).
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Remark 6 The same assertion (as in Theorem 7) is valid for the operator

{ (
I ) n/2 i }fl-+ V-I 2i e1iS(x,p)<p(x,p)Uj[g(y,q)] (x)

which coincides wi th the Fourier integral operator T(g 1 <p) defined wi th the help of the

canonical operator I«A'J,du)CP.

Prooj of Theorem 70 Let the functions

y = y(x,p), q = q(x,p)

detenuine symplectic transfortn (29). \Ve write down operator (30) in the integral
form using definit.ions (12) and (13) of t.he t.ranSfOl'lllS V anel V-I:

[ (
1 ) 11/2 , ]

V-I 2i ekS(x,p)Vf(g(y,q)) (x)=

°n/2 Jl G () i S(x' p')
= (21Tli)3n/2 :l(x',p/) x e 1i

'

X {J G(•.q>(Y')f(y') dY'} dx' dp' 0

y;Y(XI,p/),q::=q(x'op')

Using forrnula (11), OBe caB l'ewrite the laUer fonnula in the fonu

T(g, l)f = (~~;,~::,~, Jexp {* [S(x',p') + p'(x - x') + ~(x - x')'

- q( x', 1") (y' - y( x', 1"» + ~ (y' - y(x', 1"»2] } f(y') dy' dx' dp'

= (- 2~n) n/2 J[((x, y')f(y') dy',

where the kernel [{(x, yl) is gi\'en by

K(x, y') = C~nrJexpU[S(x',p') + p'(x - x') + ~(x - x')'

- q(x', P') (y' - y( x', 1"» + ~(y' - y(x', p')?] } dx' dp'.
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The latter expression exactly coincides with the expression for the canonically repre
sented function

{((X,y') = J<(!\I1.du )(l)

on the Lagrangian manifold Ag = graph 9 with the measure da = (dp /\ dx )An, written
in the coordinates (x', p') of the Inanifold Ag. This follows from the fact that the
non-singular action S on the Lagrangian Inanifold Ag is determined by the formula

s =J(pdx - qdY)IA. =Jpdx - g"(qdy).

6 Main Theorems

Let us sumInarize the constructiolls of this paper. \Ve had e1efined above the integral
tranSfOfll1 U anel its inverse V-I. \Vith the help of these transforrns the following
objects can be easily interpreted.

1) Pseudodifferential ope7'ators (that is, ql1antization of observables) are described
as the conjugation of ITIultiplication by the synlbol with respect to thc transform U:

H (x, fJ) =Adu fl(x, p) = U- I fl(x, p)U (nl0d ../h).

This Ineans that these operators can be deternüneel via thc cOll1lnutative diagram

H(x,p)Cr (T*RfI) Cr (T*Rn)

V 1
J/(x,PJ

1 V

Cr (Rn) er (Rn)

2) Canonical operato7' (that is, the quantizat.ion of thc module of sillooth fllnctions
on a Lagrangian Illanifold 1\), can be described as the application of the transform
U-1 to functions of the special rOrIll

l«A,du) (<p) = V-I { e*s lpO(A,dcr) } ,

that is, as the cOinposition

C~(A) eb D'r. (T*Rn) ~l Cf (Rn).

3) Fourier integral ope7'alors (that is, quantization of sYIllplectic transfonns), are
given as the conjllgation of the variable change with 111ultiplication by eks:

(
1 )n/2 .

Tg = V-I 2i ekS(x,p)r/U,
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that is, ean be detennined by the eOtl1tHlItative diagralTI

ek S
g •

cr (T·Rn) cr (T·Rn)

U 1
Tg

1 u

er (Rn) er (Rn)

Thus, all main classical objeets 111entioned in points 1) and 2) in the beginning
of this paper oeeur to be quantized in t.he fraillework of one and the same approach
eonneeted with the U-transforill.

Let us fonnlilate now SOIllC statenlcnts whieh ean be easily provecl with the help of
U-transform.

Theorem 8 The c01nrnutation JonTlula

is valid.

The affinnation of this theorclll ean be expressed with the help of the following eom
mutative diagram4

Cf (Rn, A)

J(A.dU) 1

cgo (A)

ll(x,P)

cr(Rn,A)

1 J(A,du)

ego (A).

Here by Cr (Rn, A) we denot.e the spaec of Sll100th funetions with front of oseillations
in A.

Theorem 9 The com,position jormvla

Theorem 10 Valid is the Jollowing fOl'mula

Tg-i H (x, P) Tg =fl i (x, jJ) (nlod viii),

where }lt(x,p) = 9· H(x,p).

4 All diagrams below COlTIlTIIlte mod Vh.
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The statement of this theoreln can be illustrated with the help of the following com
mutative diagram

PSD (Rn)

Adu 1

COO (T"'Rn)
g*

PSD (Rn)

1 Adu

COO (T"'Rn)

where by PSD (Rn) we denote the set of v"DO's in Rn.

Theorem 11 The followi719 formula

is valid.

This means that the following diagranl

Tg

Cr (Rn, 1\2) Cr (Rn, 1\.)

K(A'}., da2)

1 1
K("'1,9*( da2))

g*

C[; (1\2) C[;(1\.)

where A2 = 9 (A 1), COInnlU tes.

Theorem 12 The followin9 composiliou f017Hula

is valid for the correspondi1lg clwice of the base point and the signs of square roots in
the operator on the right in the lalle7' f07l111lIa.

Remark 7 The theorenls fonllulated etbove, being the main olles in the theory of
~DO's and Fourier integral operators, have very hard proves. The cOlnparisons in them
are established up Lo the arbitrar.y order of tL The technique of V-transform allows
one to obtain these results as easy consequences of the properties of this transforms,
however, only (at the 1110Il1ent) in principal tenns (up to tenns of order Vh).

Let us formulate this results in slightly other redaction.
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Theorem 13 (quantization of observables). For any Hanlilton function H( x, p) the

operator
1\

If= U-I H(x, p)U

coincides up to O(h) with the quanturn ovservable

1\

H(x,p),
1\ 8
p= -iti

8x

determined by the Schrödinge7' quantizaLion.

Moreover, the correspondence

1\

H(x, p) ~ [I

is (in the leading tern1) the ring hOll10111orphistn, that is,

1\ 1\ 1\

(H1 H2 ) =l/t . H2 (rl1od t~).

Theorem 14 (quantization of Lagrallgiall tnodules). Let A be a Lag1'angian rnani/old
und Cgo(A) is the 7Twdll1e of smooth f1Jllctions over the ring of (classical) observables.
Let S be a llonsingula1' action on A anti 5(A,d~) be the 5-function concentrated on A
with a m easure da. Th en t.II C opC7'at01'

is the !daslov canonical ope1'ator on the Lagrangian 7nanifold A with the flteaSure da.

Moreover, the operator 1«(A,dCT} is a 1110dule hotl10tnorphisI11 over the above men
tioned ring hOIl101110rphisll1:

1\

[«(A,dCT) (H( x, p)<p) =H [«(A,dCT) (<p) (ll1od 1i).

Theorem 15 (quantization of canonical transfonns). Let

(31)

be a canonical trans/arm, aUfl let S(x, p) be a. solution to the equatiou

dS = ]Jd:c - g*(q dy),

where (y, q) are coo7Ybnates in the i1nage of rnapping (31). Then the operator

(32)

deterrnines the quantization 0/ trans/arm (31), that is, this operator is a Fourier inte
gral operator corres]Jonding to con01u:col rransfo7'1n (31).
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Moreover, operator (32) detennines a Illodule h0l110IllOrphisll1

over the ring hOlnomorphis111

The detailed exposition of the above notions the reader can find in [7], as weH as
the main stateillents and thc bibliography.

7 Concluding Remarks

Here we shall present in a Inore explicit way t.he connection between the introduced
transform and the notion of lnicrolocalization.

For any (xo, 1>0) E T· Rn wc denote by J\.tt o(sc ) tlle Cluot.ient of [f (Rn) by the space
XQ,Po

of functions whose front of oscillat.ions does not contain the point (Xo, 1>0) of the phase
space. The spacc MO(sc ) we call the sJ){J.ce 0] oscillat01'Y nüc7'0]unclions at (xo, po).

XQ,PO

Since the projection into Rn of the front of oscillations of a function is exactly its osc-
support, one can see that any function f(x, 1i) is uniquely detertnined Inodulo O(1i OO

)

by its image in all M(:~,Po) as (xo,Po) runs over T·Rn.
With this observation one can ident.ify the space TI (Rn) jO(ttOO

) with the global
sections of the sheaf MOSC of oscillatory Inicrofunctions over T·Rn. Then there arises
a problem of description of the sheaf J\.tt0sc by representing its sections as smooth
functions on the space T·Rn. The solut.ion of this problelll carried out by means of
Fourier-Gauss transfonll was described above.

Namely, the space 0] oscillat01'Y 71Üc7'0]undions MO(sc ) at a point (xo, Po) E T·Rn
XQ,PQ

0/ the phase space is isorn07phic to th e space 01 genns 01 Junctions F( x, p, h) on the
phase space T'"Rn lying in the i71Z(l.ge oJ lTansform U J that is, such that

( .!!..- - i~) enp2 F(x, p, n) = O.
8x Dp

The proof of t.his affinnation wliich is an easy consequence of the Parseval identity
and the description of the front. of oscillations in tenns of U-tl'ansfofln (Proposition
2) is left to the reader. \Ve only rCIllal'k that., due to this fact., the Fourier-Gauss
transform U deliveres HS a solution of t.hc problem of description of MOSC mentioned
above.

We reIl1ark here that in SllloOth situation the probleIl1 of description of the sheaf
M of microfunctions was solved in a pioneer pa.per by A. \Veinstein [9] on the order
and symbol of distribution. In this paper, with the help of a different localization
procedure, the author gives a description of tbc sheaf of Inicrofunctions as the sheaf
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of sections of the so-called symbols of distributions and proves that for Hörmander's
Fourier integral distributions [10] sections of M can be treated as sections of the
corresponding bundle of sytnbols.
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